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General Security Concepts

Mandatory Access Control (MAC)
1- MAC is usually hardcoded into a device and is nondiscretionary.

2- MAC is universally applied to all objects.

3- Administrators or owners of the object cannot change MAC settings.

4- MAC is also known as label-based access control.

Discretionary Access Control (DAC)
5- DAC is usually provided by the operating system.

6- Administrators or owners of objects implement DAC.

7- DAC makes it possible to change the ownership of objects.

Role-based Access Control (RBAC)
8- RBAC is used to implement security on objects based on the job functions/roles of users.

9- It is highly configurable and offers the most flexibility in implementing access control.

10- It provides simplified and centralized administration of shared resources.

11- Administrators put users into groups and configure permissions based on job roles.

Authentication methods
12- Authentication verifies the identity of a person who wants to access a resource.

13- Authentication can be a one-way or a two-way process.

14- User credentials can be supplied by username/password combination, biometrics ,smart 

cards, or multifactor methods.

Kerberos
15- Kerberos is an authentication protocol used for mutual (two-way) authentication.

16- It uses symmetric key cryptography with the help of a third party.

17- Kerberos realms leverage a Key Distribution Center (KDC) to issue secure encryption keys 

and tokens.

18- When a user presents his credentials, a Ticket Granting Ticket (TGT) is cached locally on 

the user’s computer.

19- The user presents the TGT to the server to obtain a session key, which is timestamped 
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and expires as soon as the user logs off.

20- Kerberos helps prevent replay and spoofing attacks.

Challenge Handshake Authentication Protocol (CHAP)
21- CHAP is used to verify the authenticity of the client periodically.

22- It uses a three-way handshake even after the session has been set up.

23- CHAP cannot work with encrypted password databases.

24- MS-CHAP, used in Microsoft Windows networks, is considered secure.

Digital certificates
25- Digital certificates use digital signatures to bind the identity of a person to acertificate.

26- A Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) is used to issue and manage certificates.

27- A Certification Authority (CA) issues digital certificates.

28- Certificates can be used for authentication of a user, a server, or an organization.

29- Information on certificates includes the name of the certificate holder, the issuing authority, 

the validity dates, and the encryption method used.

30- Web servers must use certificates in order to use the Secure Socket Layer (SSL) for 

secure transactions.

Username/Password
31- The combination of username and password is used for supplying the credentials of the 

user.

32- This method is most commonly used by all major operating systems.

33- Password policies should enforce the use of secure passwords.

34- Password policies require users to use long passwords with a mix of characters, to change 

passwords regularly, and to not reuse old passwords.

Security tokens
35- A security tokens is a hardware device that contains the credentials of a person for 

authentication.

36- It is considered to be the most trusted method of verifying the identity of a user.

37- The hardware device is coded to generate token values at predetermined intervals.

38- The software component of the token tracks and verifies that these codes are valid.
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39- Tokens use a variety of authentication methods such as one-time password, single sign-

on, or two-factor.

Multifactor authentication
40- Multifactor authentication uses two or more factors to identify a person:

— Asomething you know factor, such as your password or PIN.

— Asomething you have factor, such as your hardware token or a smart card.

— Asomething you are factor, such as your fingerprints, your eye retina, or other biometrics 

that can be used for identity.

— A something you do factor, such as your handwriting or your voice patterns.

Mutual authentication
41- Mutual authentication is used to verify the identity of both ends of communication.

42- This method prevents Man-In-The-Middle Attacks (MITM).

43- Most networkoperating systems provide mechanisms for mutual authentication.

Biometrics
44- Biometrics is used to authenticate a person using physical and behavioral characteristics.

45- Advanced biometric devices help identify a person using fingerprints, handwriting, voice 

patterns, or eye retina scans.

46- This is the most trusted method of authentication.

Auditing and logging
47- Auditing helps trackthe activities of users and system processes and helps save audit 

entries in log files.

48- Auditing is a two-step process: enabling auditing on resources and viewing audit log files.

49- It can help troubleshoot and diagnose system and network problems.

50- It can help track internal and external security breaches.

51- System auditing helps trackauthorized and unauthorized access of system resources and 

processes.

52- Unauthorized activities include attempts to access classified information, concealment, 

conversion, and copying of confidential data.

53- Log files must not be accessible to unauthorized users.
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System scanning
54- System scanning is used to examine the security settings of a system or network.

55- It helps detect vulnerabilities.

56- It is also useful to test the performance of a system.

57- Administrators can take corrective steps to protect the network based on the results of 

system scanning.

Types of attacks
58- In an active attack, the attacker is actively involved in the process.

59- In a passive attack, the attacker just monitors the network and collects information.

60- In password attacks, the attacker uses different methods such as password guessing, 

dictionary attacks, or brute force attacks.

61- In a malicious code attack, the attacker tries to run malicious code, such as viruses, 

worms, Trojans, or logic bombs.

Denial of Service (DoS) attack
62- A DoS is an active attackthat results in the unavailability of a networkservice to legitimate 

users.

63- The attacker attempts to consume all resources on a server or on the entire network.

64- Examples include SYN flood, ICMP flood, UDP flood, buffer overflows, land attacks, and 

nukes.

Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack
65- DDoS is an amplified form of a DoS attacklaunched in the client/server mode.

66- The attacker installs a server side of the malicious application on Internet hosts called the 

Master.

67- The Master installs a client-side component on other Internet hosts called Zombies.

68- Zombies are instructed to simultaneously launch a DoS attackon the target host or 

network.

SYN flood attack
69- A SYN flood attack utilizes the three-way TCP/IP handshake process.

70- The attacker sends a large number of TCP/SYN messages to the target host with forged 
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source IP addresses.

71- The server sends responses to forged IP addresses, thus leaving TCP ports open.

72- These half-open ports result in denial of services to legitimate IP addresses.

IP spoofing
73- Spoofing is the process of presenting a fake identity in order to gain access to secure

resources.

74- IP spoofing is the process of using a false IP address to gain access to a server or 

network.

75- Blind IP spoofing occurs when the attacker just sends IP requests to the target and does 

not wait for a response.

76- Informed IP spoofing occurs when the attacker is sure of getting responses from the target.

Man-in-the-Middle (MITM) attack
77- An MITM attackoccurs when the attacker is actively listening to communications between 

two hosts.

78- It uses the TCP/IP three-way handshake process.

79- The attacker places himself between the server and the legitimate client.

80- The server is made to send responses to a client’s requests to a computer that is in the 

attacker’s control.

81- The use of mutual authentication, strong passwords, and encryption can prevent MITM 

attacks.

Replay attack
82- A replay attackoccurs when a valid data transmission is delayed or sent repeatedly to a 

server.

83- This attackoccurs due to poor security mechanisms used for TCP/IP communications.

84- The attacker uses TCP/IP sequence numbers to generate valid messages.

85- The use of session tokens with timestamping, more random TCP/IP numbers, SSH, and 

IPSec can be used to prevent replay attacks.

TCP/IP hijacking
86- An attacker captures TCP/IP sessions between two hosts.
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87- Insecure FTP, Telnet, or Rlogin sessions are usually targets of TCP/IP hijacking.

88- Use of secure session keys can prevent hijacking of TCP/IP sessions.

Weak keys
89- Weak keys result from encryption algorithms that use short keys.

90- Keys used in DES, RC4, IDEA, and Blowfish are known to have some weakness.

91- The selected encryption algorithm should set all keys as equally strong.

Password attacks
92- The attacker tries to obtain a user’s password using a variety of methods.

93- Weak passwords are vulnerable to password guessing attacks.

94- Dictionary attacks use all possible combinations of words listed in a dictionary.

95- A brute force attackuses software applications to decrypt an encrypted message by trying 

different combinations of encryption keys.

96- The attacker must have the username and hashed password in order to launch a brute 

force attack.

Buffer overflow
97- In a buffer overflow attack, the attacker tries to exploit security breaches or memory usage 

by applications and then tries to crash the target host.

98- The attacker executes malicious code to fill all memory spaces in the target.

99- Applications with privileged access levels may terminate exposing vulnerabilities to 

attackers.

100- Buffer overflows can also result from incorrect selection or use of a programming

language.

Software exploitation
101- Software exploitation is used by attackers to take advantage of software glitches, bugs, or 

inappropriately written code.

102- It may also result in giving escalated privileges to an unauthorized user.

Back door
103- A backdoor attackis the process of bypassing normal authentication processes to gain 
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access to a system.

104- Trojan horses and rootkits are known to use the back door process to exploit a system.

105- A symmetric back door application allows anyone to use it.

106- An asymmetric back door application is used only by its creator.

Types of malicious code
107- Malicious code, or malware, is an application used to gain access to a system without the 

user’s knowledge or permission.

108- Malware includes viruses, Trojan horses, worms, and applications such as adware, 

spyware, botnets, or loggers.

Virus
109- A virus is a self-replicating application.

110- It inserts into an executable and spreads when the file is run.

111- A bootstrap virus infects the boot sector of the hard disk.

112- A parasitic virus resides in an executable file.

Worm
113- A worm resides in the active memory of the computer and is usually not noticeable.

114- It keeps scanning the network for vulnerabilities.

115- It spreads itself on to other computers in the network.

Trojan horse
116- A Trojan horse is malicious code embedded inside a legitimate application.

117- It appears as a very useful application to the user.

118- It is used to collect personal information about the user.

119- Most spyware, adware, and pop-up windows fall into this category.

Logic bombs and Time bombs
120- A logic bomb is malicious code that waits for some condition to be met before it executes.

121- It can also execute when some event happens.

122- A time bomb is another type of malicious code that waits for a particular time to execute.
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Wardialing
123- Wardialing is used to gain unauthorized access to a remote network server.

124- Attackers use wardialing software to dial several telephone numbers to search for a 

server that responds.

125- If any remote access server responds, the attacker can penetrate into the corporate

network.

Dumpster diving
126- Dumpster diving refers to searching the trash to get information from personal or 

corporate waste.

127- Printed papers containing information should be shredded to prevent leaking information 

to dumpster divers.

Social engineering
128- Social engineering is the process of getting personal information by taking someone into 

confidence.

129- Information can be collected face-to-face, over the phone, or over the Internet.

130- The person becomes a victim by trusting someone and reveals personal or corporate 

information.

131- It results in phishing attacks.

Disabling nonessential services and protocols
132- Several services and protocols are installed by default when an OS is installed.

133- Nonessential services or protocols are vulnerable to external attacks if not correctly 

configured.

134- These services and protocols should be disabled or removed.

135- Service dependencies should be checked before services are disabled.
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Communication Security

Remote access security
136- Remote access servers need to be secured against unauthorized external access.

137- Authentication protocols are used to identify remote users.

138- Users are granted access based on the principle of least privilege.

802.1x authentication
139- 802.1x is the authentication standard for wireless networks.

140- It uses EAP as authentication protocol to both wired and wireless LANs.

141- Supplicant refers to the software component installed on client computer.

142- Authenticator refers to the wireless access point that forwards a client authentication

request to a server such as a RADIUS server.

143- This protocol helps prevent eavesdropping attacks.

Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP)
144- EAP is used in wireless networks and point-to-point connections.

145- EAP-TLS is considered most secure and is implemented in a Public Key Infrastructure

(PKI).

146- EAP-MD5/CHAP uses a one-way hash function to provide security but is prone to 

dictionary attacks.

147- PEAP is used in wireless networks.

148- RADIUS is the most widely used protocol for authenticating remote users.

Virtual Private Networking (VPN)
149- VPN is implemented by creating a communication tunnel in a public network (Internet).

150- Carrier protocols are used on the Internet to carry data.

151- Encapsulating protocols (PPTP, L2TP/IPSec, SSH, etc.) are used to wrap data before 

transmission.

152- A site-to-site VPN is used to provide connectivity between two remote offices of an 

organization.

153- Remote access VPN is used to provide connectivity to individual remote users.
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Remote Authentication Dial-In User Service (RADIUS)
154- RADIUS is the most widely used protocol for centralized authentication of remote clients.

155- It can be used for dial-up clients, VPN, and wireless connections.

156- It provides authentication and authorization.

157- It supports use of PPP, CHAP, EAP, MS-CHAPv2, and PAP protocols.

158- It uses UDP ports 1812 and 1813.

159- RADIUS is prone to buffer overflow attacks.

Terminal Access Controller Access Control System (TACACS)
160- TACACS is used for centralized authentication in Unix environments.

161- It provides authentication and authorization.

162- TACACS uses UDP port 49.

163- TACACS+ uses TCP port 49 and provides authentication, authorization, and accounting.

164- Both TACACS and TACACS+ are prone to replay, birthday, packet-sniffing, and buffer 

overflow attacks.

Point-to-Point Tunneling Protocol (PPTP)
165- PPTP is used to create secure VPN tunnels using TCP port 1723.

166- It is easy to implement and administer.

167- It works only in IP networks and does not provide encryption of authentication data.

168- Only the data transmitted after initial authentication is encrypted.

169- MMPE protocol is used for data encryption in Microsoft networks.

Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol (L2TP)
170- This combination is used for secure VPN communications and uses TCP port 1701.

171- L2TP provides computer authentication as well as user authentication.

172- When used with IPSec, it provides confidentiality, authentication, and integrity.

173- It can be used in IP, IPX, and SNA networks.

IP Security (IPSec)
174- IPSec provides secure IP communications by encrypting each IP packet.

175- The Authentication Header (AH) is used to sign each IP packet to ensure authenticity and 

integrity.
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176- The Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP) is used for authenticity, integrity, and 

confidentiality to each IP packet.

177- The transport mode is used for host-to-host communications and encrypts only the 

payload (the actual data or the ESP).

178- The tunnel mode is used for gateway-to-gateway communications and uses AH only.

Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME)
179- MIME is an extension of the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) used for messaging.

180- Secure Mime (S/MIME) is used for secure messaging using symmetric cipher and public 

keys.

181- S/MIME uses digital signatures for integrity, and a variety of encryption algorithms for 

confidentiality of messages.

Pretty Good Privacy (PGP)
182- PGP is used for secure messaging by providing encryption and authentication.

183- PGP uses secret keys known to sender and receiver, which are stored in a local 

computer.

184- Paraphrase is used to protect keys.

Email spam
185- Spam is unsolicited email sent to a large number of recipients.

186- These messages fill mailboxes.

187- Spam filters can be used for protection.

188- Cookies should be disabled to protect personal information from leakage.

SMTP relay, email viruses, and hoaxes
189- Email viruses can be embedded in messages.

190- Hoaxes are messages that make the receiver believe something that is not true.

191- SMTP relay is used to send unsolicited messages from a third-party server to multiple 

users.

192- DNS blocking lists can be used to prevent SMTP relay.
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Securing web servers
193- Only authorized personnel should be allowed to work on servers.

194- Web servers should be placed inside a perimeter networksecured by firewalls.

195- All traffic coming in and going out of the network should be monitored.

196- Web servers and database servers should be regularly backed up.

197- Web server content such as applications and scripts should be properly tested.

198- Rogue web servers should be detected and disabled.

199- The Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) should be deployed.

Securing web browsers
200- Internet access should be monitored.

201- Web browsers should be properly configured to handle cookies.

202- Java applets, JavaScript, and ActiveX controls must be configured carefully.

203- Users should be allowed to download only digitally signed software.

204- Instant Messaging (online chatting) should be prohibited outside the organization.

Secure Socket Layer/Transport Layer Security (SSL/TSL)
205- The client and the server negotiate an encryption algorithm and exchange session keys.

206- Both ends authenticate each other using certificates.

207- Communications start, and all traffic is encrypted using symmetric cipher.

208- RSA, Diffie-Hellman, or DSA are used for public key encryption.

209- RC2, RC4, IDES, DES, 3DES, or AES are used for symmetric cipher.

210- MD5 or SHA1 are used for hash functions.

Vulnerabilities in Internet services
211- Java Applets, JavaScript, ActiveX controls, and cookies are vulnerable components.

212- JavaScript and ActiveX are parts of HTML and run in the browser.

213- Cookies store personal information about the user.

214- These components should be configured carefully to protect web clients.

Buffer overflow
215- Buffer overflow attacks on web servers exploit weaknesses in program codes.

216- Buffer overflow occurs when more data is written to the memory than it can handle.
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217- Stack-based and heap-based overflows are two types of buffer overflows.

218- Programmers should use correct language and test web applications to prevent buffer 

overflow attacks.

Signed applets
219- Web programmers should download only digitally signed applets.

220- The code-signing process ensures that code or an applet is authenticated by its vendor 

and has not been modified.

221- Unsigned applets or code may create vulnerabilities in web applications.

Common Gateway Interface (CGI)
222- CGI is a web-side application that runs on the web server to provide interfaces to 

applications.

223- Hackers can exploit poorly written CGI scripts to launch attacks.

224- CGI scripts should be scanned for vulnerabilities before being used on web servers.

Directory Services and FTP security
225- Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) follows X.500 naming conventions.

226- LDAP transmissions can be secured using server certificates and SSL.

227- In normal FTP, the passwords and data are transmitted in clear text.

228- FTP file transfers should be secured using secure FTP (S/FTP) protocol.

Wireless communications
229- Wireless communications rely on radio frequencies.

230- They are susceptible to electromagnetic and radio frequency interference (EMI and RFI).

231- Spread spectrum wireless technologies are used to reduce the effects of EMI and RFI.

Frequency-hopping spread spectrum (FHSS)
232- RF signals are transmitted by rapidly switching frequencies.

233- FHSS works in the unlicensed frequency range of 2.4 GHz.

234- It has limited transmission speed of 1.6 to 10 Mbps.

235- It is used in Home RF and Bluetooth.
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Direct-sequence spread spectrum (DSSS)
236- DSSS is a modulation technique that uses a wide band of frequency.

237- It adds redundant bits of data known as chips.

238- The ratio of chips to data is called the spreading ratio.

239- DSSS is faster than FHSS and ensures data protection.

240- It utilizes a frequency range of 2.4 GHz to 2.4835 GHz and is used in 802.11b networks.

Wireless Application Protocol (WAP)
241- WAP is an open protocol for handheld wireless devices.

242- Microsoft Windows CE, PalmOS, and JavaOS are some examples of operating systems 

that use WAP.

243- A WAP browser is used to access Internet sites that use Wireless Markup Language.

244- The current version is WAP 2.0.

Wireless Transport Layer Security (WTLS)
245- WTLS protocol is designed to provide end-to-end security for WAP devices.

246- WTLS provides privacy and availability for both the WAP server and the WAP client.

247- WTLS uses a compressed certificate format following the X.509v3 standard. 802.11

248- The IEEE 802.11 standard defines the operation of wireless networks within the 2.4 GHz 

frequency range using either FHSS or DSSS.

249- The 802.11b standard defines DSSS networkdevices using the 2.4 GHz frequency range 

that can communicate at speeds of 1, 2, 5.5, or 11 Mbps

250- The 802.11a standard uses the 5 GHz frequency range with a data transmission speed of 

up to 54 Mbps.

251- The 802.11g standard uses the 2.4 GHz frequency range and transfer speeds of up to 54 

Mbps.

Ad-hoc and Infrastructure wireless networks
252- In Ad-hoc wireless configuration, there are several wireless devices within range of each 

other.

253- In Ad-hoc networks, there is no Access Point (AP), and two or more wireless devices 

create a network by connecting to one another.

254- In Infrastructure configuration, wireless clients communicate with one another and other 
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resources through the AP.

255- The AP authenticates and configures wireless clients.

256- A special identifier known as the Service Set Identifier (SSID) must be configured on the 

AP and on each wireless client.

257- Different Infrastructure networks are identified by their unique SSIDs.

258- The AP can further be connected to the wired Local Area Network (LAN).

Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP)
259- WEP is the security standard for 802.11 wireless networks.

260- It provides privacy in transmissions occurring between the AP and the wireless client.

261- It uses shared key authentication that allows encryption and decryption.

262- Up to four different 40- or 128-bit keys can be defined on the AP and the client.

263- The keys can be rotated for enhanced security.

264- WEP uses the CRC-32 checksum for data integrity.

265- Confidentiality is ensured with the RC4 encryption algorithm.

Open and Shared Key Authentication
266- Open Authentication is device-specific, and all devices are granted access.

267- Shared Key Authentication is used to grant access to only those wireless clients who 

possess the SSID and the shared key.

268- The client is called the supplicant, and the AP is called the authenticator.

269- Shared key authentication is susceptible to plain-text attacks.

Protecting wireless networks from attacks
270- Software and hardware should be kept updated.

271- When installing, the default settings of the AP (such as the SSID) should be changed.

272- Even 40-bit encryption is better than not using WEP encryption at all.

273- If SSID broadcasts are not disabled on APs, a DHCP server should not be used.

274- Static WEP keys should be frequently rotated for enhanced security.

275- Place the wireless networks in a separate network segment.

276- Conduct regular site surveys to detect the presence of rogue APs.

277- Place APs in the center of the building and not near windows.
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Site surveys
278- Site surveys are used to detect the boundaries of a wireless network.

279- The tools used to conduct site surveys are typically the same tools that the hackers use 

to detect unprotected wireless networks.

280- Tools such as NetStumbler, Kismet, AirSnort, and WEPCrackare used for site surveys.

281- A physical inspection of the building’s surroundings should be conducted.
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Infrastructure Security

Packet-filtering firewalls
282- These firewalls permit or block access to specific ports or IP addresses.

283- In the Allow by Default policy, all traffic is allowed except that which is specifically denied.

284- In the Deny by Default policy, all traffic is blocked except that which is specifically

allowed.

285- Well-known port numbers range from 0 to 1023.

286- User ports (registered ports) range from 1024 to 46,151.

287- Dynamic/private ports range from 46,152 or 65,535.

Application layer firewalls
288- These firewalls examine the entire packet to allow or deny traffic.

289- They are much slower than packet-filtering firewalls.

290- Proxy servers use these firewalls to provide application layer filtering.

Stateful Inspection Firewalls
291- These firewalls actively monitor and inspect the state of network traffic.

292- They are faster than application layer firewalls.

293- They can dynamically open and close ports as needed by applications.

Routers
294- Routers connect two segments of an internetworkand workat Layer 3 of the OSI model.

295- They use a table of IP addresses to forward network traffic.

296- Administrators build static routing tables in small networks.

297- Distant vector and link states are dynamic routing protocols.

298- Routers support Access Control Lists (ACLs) to determine which IP packets should be 

allowed or blocked.

299- Dynamically built routing tables are prone to spoofing and eavesdropping.
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Switches
300- Switches connect network segments and work at Layer 2 of the OSI model.

301- Switches use MAC addresses to forward network traffic.

302- Switches offer better security than routers.

303- Switches are prone to ARP spoofing, DoS, and MITM attacks.

304- Hackers can use MAC flooding to exploit a poorly configured switch.

Securing workstations
305- Users should not create weak passwords.

306- Passwords should be changed at regular intervals.

307- Virus scanners with the latest virus signatures should be used on all workstations.

308- Web browsers should be properly configured to avoid downloading or running active 

content from different web sites.

309- Users should be instructed to lock their workstations when they are away.

Securing servers
310- Servers should be kept in locked rooms with limited physical access.

311- Auditing and logging of user and administrator activities should be done.

312- Users should be granted only need-based (or role-based) access to servers.

313- Files and folders should be protected using ACLs.

314- NetworkOperating Systems (NOSs) installed on servers should be kept up to date.

315- Servers accessible from outside, such as web servers, mail servers, remote access 

servers, and VPN servers, should be placed in demilitarized zones.

316- All communications between servers and workstations should be encrypted.

UTP/STP cables
317- The twists in cables prevent electromagnetic interference, which results in crosstalk.

318- These cables are twisted pairs of insulated cables bundled inside a plastic sheath.

319- Their category number usually identifies them.

320- UTP/STP cables use RJ-11 (for telephone) and RJ-45 (for computers) connectors.

321- UTP cable is vulnerable to EMI, RFI, and eavesdropping.

322- STP cable provides protection from EMI and RFI.
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Fiber optic cable
323- Fiber optic cable is made up of very thin glass or plastic inside a sheath.

324- The data transmission is based on the transport of light signals.

325- Fiber optic cables can also carry data signals to longer distances than UTP or STP 

cables.

326- They are immune to EMI and RFI and provide protection against eavesdropping and 

sniffing attacks.

Magnetic tapes
327- Magnetic tapes are used for backing up data because of their large capacity and their 

ability to be reused.

328- Data backed up on tapes should be encrypted.

329- Tapes should be stored offsite to protect them from theft and provide safety in case of 

disasters.

330- Employees should not be allowed to bring in or take out any magnetic media. Hard drives

331- Data stored on hard drives should be encrypted.

332- Hard drives should be kept away from locations where strong magnetic fields exist.

333- Only administrators should add, remove, or configure drives.

334- Servers should be physically secured since hard drives (and the data they contain) are 

part of the server hardware.

Floppy disks and flash cards
335- To prevent data theft, floppy disks should not be allowed to be removed from the building.

336- Flash cards are small in size and can easily be stolen.

337- They can be damaged when dropped or placed near high-static electricity.

Security zones
338- A security zone is a part of a networkthat possesses special security requirements.

339- DMZ, intranet, extranet, and VLAN are all considered security zones

Security zones are protected by firewalls
340- Firewalls allow only limited traffic based on certain rules, and they block unwanted, 

unsolicited, and malicious traffic.
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341- They maintain audit logs for incoming and outgoing traffic.

342- They perform additional authentication for enhanced security.

343- They mask the internal map of network hosts inside the security zone.

Demilitarized Zone (DMZ)
344- DMZ is a networksegment that sits between the internal networkand an external network, 

usually the Internet.

345- Firewalls, routers, and switches protect the DMZ and blockall unwanted traffic.

346- They do not allow internal users to reach harmful external Internet sites.

347- In a Multiple Interface Firewall DMZ, a single firewall with multiple interfaces is used.

348- In a Layered DMZ, the secure servers are placed between two firewalls: external and 

internal.

Intranets and extranets
349- Firewalls should be configured to allow only intended traffic and to blockall unwanted 

traffic.

350- Only authorized administrators should have physical access to firewalls and servers for 

the intranet and extranet.

351- Security logs should be regularly monitored on firewalls and servers.

352- L2TP and IPSec protocols should be implemented for additional security.

353- All servers should be kept updated with the latest service packs, security patches, and 

antivirus software.

Virtual Local Area Network (VLAN)
354-A VLAN is a logical grouping of networkdevices that share common security requirements.

355- It helps reduce network collisions by creating separate broadcast domains.

356- It also provides security at the Data Link layer (Layer 2) of the OSI model.

357- Network switches are mainly used to create VLANs.

358- VLANs are created on the basis of groups and memberships.

359- The memberships can be port-based, protocol-based, or MAC address-based.

360- Each VLAN functions like a separate physical network segment.

361- It can span multiple physical network segments or multiple switches.

362- A Trunk is the point-to-point link between one switch and another.
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363- The Trunkcarries networktraffic between each switch that is a part of a VLAN.

Network Address Translation (NAT)
364- NAT is a feature of firewalls, proxy servers, and routing services.

365- It is used to provide secure Internet access to clients on the internal network.

366- It also enables organizations to host web and mail services securely.

367- It hides the internal IP addressing scheme and network design.

368- One server or a networkdevice shares the Internet connection with internal clients.

369- It allocates IP addresses to these clients from one of the following private IP address 

ranges:

— Class A: 10.0.0.1 to 10.255.255.254

— Class B: 172.16.0.1 to 31.255.254

— Class C: 192.168.0.1 to 192.168.255.254

370- Internet Connection Sharing (ICS) in Windows XP is a scaled-down version of NAT.

371- ICS can use only one public IP address, and internal clients can use class C private IP 

addresses.

372- ICS is suitable only for very small networks that do not have any subnets.

Intrusion Detection System (IDS)
373- An IDS is used to detect intrusions and malicious activities in networks.

374- It monitors the networkcontinuously for activities and compares them to known attack 

signatures.

375- An active IDS can reprogram the firewalls and routers upon detection of an attack.

376- A passive IDS logs the information and sends an alert upon detecting an attack.

377- A false positive occurs when the IDS triggers an alert even when there is no attack.

378- A false negative occurs when the IDS does not trigger an alert when there is a real attack.

379- A Network-based IDS (NIDS) detects intrusions by monitoring the entire network traffic 

and multiple hosts in the network.

380- A Host-based IDS is a software application that monitors networktraffic coming in or going 

out of a specific network host.

381- A Signature-based IDS monitors network traffic to detect attack signatures.

382- An Application-based IDS monitors the activities of applications.
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Honeypots
383- A honeypot is a trap used to attract attacks on a network.

384- It appears to be a critical server or part of a networkcontaining valuable information to the 

attacker.

385- The attacker does not know that he is attacking a fake network site.

386- It is used to test the intrusion detection systems and create attack signatures.

Filesystems
387- Filesystems allow administrators to grant need-based access to files and folders.

388- Users are put into groups, and permissions are configured for groups.

389- The principle of least privilege is applied when assigning permissions.

390- The principle of least privilege restricts access to resources and prevents unauthorized 

access.

Updates, hotfixes, and service packs
391- Manufacturers release updates (service packs, hotfixes, and security patches) to address 

problems with their software.

392- A hotfix is a small piece of software that is used to address a specific problem with the 

operating system.

393- A service pack is a collection of a number of hotfixes and updates.

394- Updates should be tested before they are installed.

395- Administrators should checkmanufacturers’ web sites regularly for the release of updates.

Network hardening
396- Networkhardening locks down networkdevices to protect them from external and internal 

threats.

397- Firmware of devices should be updated as and when necessary.

398- Network devices should not be used with default configurations.

399- Access Control Lists (ACLs) of devices should be configured to prevent unauthorized

traffic.

400- The ACLs can be configured on the basis of interface, port numbers, protocols, IP 

address, or MAC address.
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Application hardening
401- Software applications on desktops and servers should be kept up to date with the latest 

service packs, hotfixes, and security patches.

402- Security patches, hotfixes, or service packs must be thoroughly tested before installation.

403- Updates that provide only cosmetic changes need not be installed.

404- Appropriate access should be configured on applications.

405- Antivirus software should be run regularly with updated virus signatures. Web servers

406- The NOS must be secured properly, and it should be kept up to date.

407- Antivirus software should be used with updated virus signatures.

408- A web service should not be left in its default configurations.

409- Named accounts should not allow anonymous access to web servers.

410- User authentication should be processed using strong protocols, and all transactions 

should be encrypted for e-commerce web servers.

411- Web servers should be placed inside a Demilitarized Zone (DMZ).

Email servers
412- The NOS over which the email services are running must be secured properly.

413- Antivirus software should be run regularly with updated virus signatures.

414- SMTP relay should be disabled as it can cause DoS attacks.

415- Users must be careful not to open suspicious attachments that may contain email viruses.

416- Usage of HTML email should be avoided.

417- Internet Messaging (IM) outside the organization should be monitored.

418- Email servers should be placed inside a DMZ.

FTP servers
419- FTP servers are permanently connected to the Internet and attract malicious users.

420- Filesystem security should be appropriately configured.

421- Access control, authentication, and authorization systems should be in place.

422- Audit policy should be implemented and security logs should be reviewed regularly.

423- FTP servers should be placed inside a DMZ.
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DNS servers
424- DNS servers update other DNS servers using zone transfers.

425- Zone transfers should be configured for authorized DNS servers only.

426- DNS servers should listen to name resolution requests from intended interfaces only.

427- Secure dynamic updates should be used only.

428- Administrators should detect and remove rogue DNS servers on the network.

429- DNS servers for web services should be placed inside a DMZ.

File and print servers
430- File and print servers are the most frequently used and heavily loaded servers.

431- They should be secured with Access Control Lists, authentication processes, and 

effective auditing and logging.

432- If a user does not need to share a file or folder, he should not.

433- Default share permissions should be disabled, and anonymous access should not be 

allowed.

DHCP servers
434- DHCP servers are used to automatically assign IP addresses to DHCP clients.

435- DHCP servers maintain blocks of IP addresses in DHCP scopes.

436- Access to a DHCP server can provide information about an internal IP addressing 

scheme.

437- DHCP servers must be secured properly and kept up to date with security patches, 

hotfixes, and service packs.

438- Rogue DHCP servers should be detected and taken offline immediately.

439- DHCP servers should be configured to send secure dynamic updates to DNS servers.

440- Only authorized administrators should be permitted to manage DHCP servers.
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Basics of Cryptography

Symmetric encryption algorithms
441- A symmetric algorithm uses one key for both encryption and decryption.

442- It is also known as a secret key, a private key, or a shared secret encryption.

443- It is widely used because of simplicity, easy implementation, and speed.

444- Symmetric algorithms are divided into stream ciphers and block ciphers.

445- Stream ciphers encrypt bits of the message, one at a time.

446- Block ciphers take 64-bit blocks and encrypt them as one unit.

447- Symmetric algorithms are prone to brute force attacks.

Data Encryption Standard (DES)
448- DES uses a single 64-bit block of plain text for encryption.

449- It also uses a 64-bit key—56 bits for data and 8 bits for parity.

450- DES is known for weak security due to the small size of the key.

451- 3DES (Triple DES) uses the 56-bit key three times to make the key size larger.

Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)
452- AES supports a large range of text blocks and key sizes.

453- Key sizes of 128, 192, and 256 bits are used.

454- The 128-bit data block is broken into four groups, each with 32 bits.

455- It is stronger and faster than 3DES and consumes less processing power and memory.

International Data Encryption Standard (IDEA)
456- IDEA operates on 64-bit data blocks with a 128-bit subkey.

457- The encryption and decryption process uses eight rounds with 16-bit subkeys per round.

458- It is a faster and more secure algorithm than DES.

Asymmetric encryption algorithms
459- Asymmetric encryption algorithms are used in public key cryptography.

460- Two separate keys are used: one for encryption (the public key) and the other for 

decryption (the private key).

461- The public key can be freely distributed, but the private key must be held in strict 
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confidence.

462- Asymmetric algorithms are much slower than symmetric algorithms.

463- Asymmetric algorithms are used for confidentiality, integrity, authenticity, and non-

repudiation.

464- Diffie-Hellman, ElGamal, and RSA are asymmetric algorithms.

Hashing algorithms
465- Hashing algorithms are used for integrity and authentication of data.

466- A hashing algorithm, or a hash function, creates a unique digital fingerprint from data 

known as the hash value.

467- If the original data changes, the hash function will produce a different hash value.

468- The hashing function is considered a one-way process.

469- Encrypted passwords are stored as hashes in secure networks.

470- Message Digest 5 (MD5) is a hashing algorithm that uses a 128-bit hash value.

471- Secure Hashing Algorithm 1 (SHA1) uses a 160-bit hash value.

Concepts of cryptography
472- Confidentiality means that only the intended recipient can decrypt and read a message.

473- Integrity means that the data/message has not been changed during transmission.

474- Authentication refers to the verification of identity.

475- Non-repudiation means that the sender cannot deny that he sent the message.

476- Digital signatures are used to ensure data integrity and non-repudiation.

Digital certificates
477- Certificates are used to identify a user or an organization.

478- Certificates are based on the X.509 standard.

479- The Certification Authority (CA) is a PKI that binds a private key to an individual or 

organization.

480- Certificates are used for encryption of email and e-commerce, and for digitally signing 

software.

481- Certificate policies define how the CA will issue certificates.

482- Certificate Practice Statements (CPS) describe how the CA plans to manage the 

certificates that it issues.
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Trust models
483- In a single CA model, there is only one CA that issues and manages certificates.

484- A hierarchical model is comprised of a root CA (enterprise CA), subordinate CAs, leaf 

CAs, and end users.

485- The root CA uses a self-signed certificate.

486- In the web of trust model, all CAs sign the certificates of each other.

Storage of private keys
487- Private certificate keys can be stored on hardware devices or software.

488- Hardware devices such as smart cards or PCMCIA cards can be used to store private 

keys.

489- Network operating systems also allow storage of private keys.

490- In Escrow storage arrangement, the private keys are stored with two different companies, 

each holding only a part of the keys.

Certificate revocation
491- Certificates are revoked if they are compromised—for example, when a user leaves a 

company or if an organization changes the ISP.

492- When a certificate is revoked, the information is sent to the CA.

493- The CA publishes the revoked certificate in the certificate revocation list (CRL).

494- Online certificate status protocol (OCSP) allows users to checkthe status of a particular 

certificate.

495- In large organizations, multiple CAs maintain a base CRL.

496- The base CRL is updated using Delta CRLs.

Certificate expiry, renewal, suspension, and destruction
497- Every certificate has a defined expiry date.

498- A certificate must be renewed with the CA before the expiry date.

499- CAs renew certificates either by issuing a new key or by updating the old key.

500- The CA can renew its own certificate.

501- If the user will not be using the certificate, it can be suspended to help secure the private 

key.

502- When the certificate is no longer needed, it is destroyed.
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Recovery of private keys
503- If a user forgets his private key, it needs to be recovered from storage.

504- An administrator is designated as a key recovery agent.

505- In large organizations, two key recovery agents are required for added security.

506- When the key recovery process is broken up into multiple key recovery agents, the 

process is known as M-of-N Control.

507- M-of-N Control states that out of a total of N recovery agents, at least M must be present 

for key recovery.
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Operational and Organizational Security

Physical security
508- Access Control is used to grant physical access to networkequipment to authorized 

personnel.

509- Critical servers and network equipment should be kept in a locked room.

510- These rooms should be equipped with alarm systems.

511- Log books should be maintained for recording entries to the secure room.

512- Strong authentication methods such as biometrics should be used.

513- If outsiders work inside secure rooms, an employee should accompany them.

Environment
514- The temperature should be kept within limits.

515- Alarms should be installed to monitor temperature and to sound alerts, if required.

516- Humidifiers or dehumidifiers, as required, should be installed.

517- Hardware technicians should wear ESD wristbands.

518- Good air quality should be maintained inside server rooms.

519- Equipment should be located in racks on raised floors.

520- If required, STP cable should be used to protect the equipment from EMI and RFI.

521- Fire suppression equipment should be used to prevent damage from accidental fire 

breakouts.

522- Water sprinklers should not be used in server rooms.

Backups
523- Data backup is a critical element of a disaster recovery plan.

524- Backup media should be stored at an offsite location.

525- The full backup backs up all the data in a single backup job and changes the archive bit.

526- It takes longer to back up, but restoration is fast.

527- An incremental backup method backs up all the data that has changed after the last full or 

incremental backup and changes the archive bit.

528- The last full backup tape and all incremental tapes after the full backup are required to 

completely restore data.

529- The differential backup method backs up all the data that has changed after the last full 
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backup and does not change the archive bit.

530- Only the last full backup and the differential backup tapes are required for restoring data.

531- The copy backup method copies all the data on the system, but unlike the full backup, 

does not change the archive bit.

Tape rotation and offsite storage
532- Backup tapes are reused in order to reduce costs.

533- Grandfather-father-son (GFS) is the most commonly used tape rotation plan.

534- The daily tape set is known as son, the weekly tape set is known as father, and the 

monthly full backup tape set is known as grandfather.

535- A full backup is taken every week; differential or incremental backups are taken every 

day; and another full backup is taken every month.

536- When the month changes, the tapes used for the first weekin the previous month are 

reused.

537- The grandfather tape set is not reused.

538- Offsite storage of backup tapes protects critical data in the event of a disaster.

Alternate sites
539- An alternate site is a temporary facility away from the original location.

540- It enables administrators to restore a working network on short notice.

541- A hot site is equipped with necessary hardware, software, networkdevices, and telephone 

lines, which allows organizations to resume business immediately.

542- A warm site is equipped with necessary hardware, but the hardware and software must 

be configured and data must be restored to make the site operational.

543- A cold site contains only partial hardware, software, and networkdevices and needs to be 

built from scratch.

544- The cold site requires the maximum amount of time to be set up.

Business continuity plan
545- A business continuity plan is developed after assessment of risks, threats, and disasters.

546- The disaster recovery plan defines the procedures to recover after a disaster strikes.

547- The business recovery plan describes the procedures to resume business functions at an 

alternate site after a disaster.
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548- The business resumption plan describes the procedures to resume functions of critical 

systems in order to begin business again.

549- The contingency plan describes the procedures to resume business after a disaster 

strikes or when additional unforeseen events take place during therecovery process.

High availability and fault tolerance
550- High availability refers to providing maximum uptime and availability of network services.

551- Network load balancing is used to distribute load across several servers.

552- Server clustering is used to provide system fault tolerance.

Disk fault tolerance
553- RAID systems are used to provide fault tolerance for hard disks in a server.

554- RAID 1 uses two disks with 50 percent disk utilization.

555- RAID 5 uses 3 to 32 disks and also supports the hot swapping of disks.

Acceptable use policy
556-Acceptable use policy describes the guidelines for users for appropriate use of computers.

557-Users should not indulge in activities that might damage the image of the company.

558- Users should not be involved in activities that might consume network resources beyond 

limits.

559- Users should follow the rules that restrict visits to web sites and email programs.

560- Users should not print any confidential documents.

561- Users should not transmit confidential information over the Internet.

Due care policy
562- A due care policy describes how the employees should handle hardware and software.

563- Employees should be given guidelines on how to properly use equipment.

Privacy policy
564- Employees should be educated on maintaining individual and organizational privacy.

565- Organizations reserve the right to inspect personal data stored on company computers.

566- Organizations can also monitor an end user’s Internet usage and email.

567- Critical data is also considered private and confidential.
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Separation of duties
568- This policy ensures that critical tasks are not assigned to a single person.

569- No single person should have control over a task from beginning to end.

570- Monopolization of duties should be prevented.

571- Separation of duties makes users experts in their respective fields.

Need-to-know policy
572- This policy defines restricted access to information.

573- Users should be given permissions based on the principle of least privilege.

574- Excessive information to employees might result in inappropriate handling.

Password management policy
575- This policy describes how employees should manage their passwords.

576- A password is the employee’s key to gaining access to the organization’s resources.

577- Use of blank passwords should not be allowed.

578- Passwords should have at least eight characters.

579- A password should be made up of a combination of upper- and lowercase letters, special 

characters, and numbers.

580- Employees should be forced to change their passwords regularly.

581- Employees should not be allowed to reuse old passwords.

582- Administrators should use normal user accounts when not performing any administrative 

tasks.

583- Only designated IT employees should have administrative privileges.

Service Level Agreement (SLA)
584- An SLA is usually signed between the organization and a third party that is providing 

critical services.

585- It can also be used inside an organization describing what the company expects from its 

IT staff.

586- It describes the expected level of performance and confidentiality.

587- SLAs may also often include information on the maximum allowed downtime for computer 

systems.
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Incident response policy
588- This policy describes how employees will respond to unexpected incidents involving 

personal and organizational safety and security.

589- It describes how incidents are to be handled without causing a panic.

590- It asks the following common questions:

— Who will investigate and analyze the reasons behind the incident?

— Who will find an immediate and acceptable solution to the problem caused by the incident?

— What other documents can be referred to in order to help resolve the problem?

Computer forensics
591- Computer forensics is the application of computer expertise to establish factual

information for judicial review.

592- It involves activities such as collection, preservation, examination, and transfer of 

information using electronic media.

593- All electronic crimes are reported to the incident response team.

594- The first responder identifies and protects the crime scene.

595- The investigator establishes a chain of command/chain of custody, conducts a search, 

and maintains the integrity of the evidence.

596- The crime scene technician preserves volatile evidence, duplicates computer disks, shuts 

down the system for transportation, and logs activities.

Chain of custody
597- A chain of custody describes how the evidence is transferred from the crime scene to the 

court of law.

598- It specifies the personnel responsible for maintaining and preserving the evidence.

599- It is entered in an evidence log and specifies the persons who possessed the evidence or 

who worked on it.

Preservation of evidence
600- Crime scene data is protected from being damaged.

601- Steps are taken to preserve the volatile data first.

602- Photographs of screens are taken.

603- Images of hard disks are made using accepted imaging tools.
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604- The system is shut down normally.

605- Photographs of the existing system setup are taken before moving.

606- Each piece of hardware is unplugged and tagged.

607- Appropriate safety procedures are followed when handling hardware.

608- Smaller pieces of hardware are placed inside antistatic plastic bags.

609- Equipment is kept away from strong EMI and RFI.

Collection of evidence
610- Collection of evidence is the process of identifying, locating, and processing evidence.

611- Appropriate documentation is made.

612- The crime scene is secured and unauthorized entry is prohibited.

613- The evidence is identified and secured.

614- The investigation team examines the evidence and takes steps for collection.

615- Evidence is collected from audit logs, screen displays, and recovered data files.

Education and training
616- Educating and training users helps to create a safe and secure working environment.

617- Users must know available methods to communicate to their peers, their supervisors, 

management, and employees in other departments.

618- Users should be made aware of rules, regulations, and security issues when working on 

computers.

619- Online resources help educate, train, and keep users informed.

Risk identification
620- A risk is the possibility of incurring some loss due to unexpected situations.

621- Riskidentification is the process of identifying assets, risks, threats, and vulnerabilities in a 

system.

622- Organizations need to take steps to identify all types of assets and make an evaluation.

623- After identifying assets, the type and severity of risks associated with each type of asset 

should be identified and assessed.

624- The likelihood of occurrence of a risk within one year is called the Annual
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Rate of Occurrence (ARO).
625- The dollar value of the loss is known as Single Loss Expectancy (SLE).

626- Multiplying ARO and SLE gives a value of Annual Loss Expectancy (ALE).

627- The formula for calculating the loss resulting from a risk is ALE=ARO x SLE.

Threat identification
628- Identification of risks leads to identification of possible threats to a system.

629- Threats include incidents involving vandalism, theft of equipment or data, and physical or 

software intrusions.

630- Appropriate steps should be taken to avoid potential threats.

Vulnerabilities
631- Vulnerability is defined as the weakness of a system.

632- It can lead to exposure of critical and confidential information.

633- Vulnerabilities can lead to internal malicious activities or even outside security attacks.

634- Every software application and all hardware devices are vulnerable if not configured and 

secured properly.

635- Vulnerability↔Threat↔Risk
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